LYRASIS is your trusted non-profit partner for hosting your digital assets in Islandora, a proven and sustainable open-source digital asset management system. With LYRASIS Islandora Hosting Services, a dedicated installation is set up for your use with all the features and functionality that would be available if you were running the software on your own server. Comprised of three open-source systems: Fedora Commons (storage), Drupal (user interface) and Islandora (framework). Islandora is a non-proprietary, agile platform evolving to meet the needs of its user base, enabling users to store and display all varieties of digital assets. To request a quote, please email digitalservices@lyrasis.org.

Islandora Software Features
✦ Manage the lifecycle of your digital assets: create, edit, describe, store and make discoverable your special collections and scholarly digital materials.
✦ Administer staff users with a role-based permission system.
✦ Store a wide variety of digital materials: images, documents, audiovisual, books, newspapers, articles, theses/dissertations and data.
✦ Leverage advanced metadata functionality including configurable MODS fields, Dublin Core conversion, metadata indexing and automatic creation of technical metadata for master files.
✦ Secure your assets with digital preservation functionality, including checksum creation and PREMIS metadata for master files.
✦ Expose and harvest metadata via the OAI-PMH interface.
✦ TRY OUT Islandora: email digitalservices@lyrasis.org to get access to a trial account.

LYRASIS Hosting Benefits
✦ COMMUNITY FOCUSED: We actively contribute to the larger open-source software communities.
✦ OPEN SOURCE: All services use the most recent community-released, non-proprietary version of the software.
✦ EASY: Each service is installed on secure, high-availability AWS cloud-hosted servers with infrastructure and technical support using an online ticketing system.
✦ CONFIGURABLE: Configured to meet your specific needs including size, scale, user access and web theming.
✦ PEACE OF MIND: 24x7 monitoring of services and routine automatic back-ups.
✦ HASSLE-FREE: All maintenance and updates are included, at no additional charge.
✦ AFFORDABLE: Low-cost subscription plans that are tiered, so you only pay for what you use.
✦ GET STARTED QUICKLY: Self-paced, web-accessed, pre-recorded video training and documentation.
✦ ADDITIONAL SERVICES: Optional services including migration assistance and further configurations, available upon request.

LYRASIS Digital and Preservation Services
Need additional assistance to manage your physical and digital collections? LYRASIS has consultants, classes, local training, vetted digitization vendors and more. For more information visit, www.lyrasis.org/services/Pages/Digital-and-Preservation-Services.aspx

For more information, please visit www.lyrasis.org/islandora or email digitalservices@lyrasis.org.